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ABSTRACT
This paper describes NVM Compression, a novel hybrid
technique that combines application level compression with
flash awareness for optimal performance and storage effi-
ciency. Utilizing new interface primitives exported by Flash
Translation Layers (FTLs), we leverage the garbage collec-
tion available in flash devices to optimize the capacity man-
agement required by compression systems. We implement
NVM Compression in the popular open source database
MariaDB based on Oracle MySQLTMand use variants of
commonly available POSIX file system interfaces to provide
the extended FTL capabilities to the user space applica-
tion. The experimental results show that the hybrid ap-
proach of NVM Compression can improve compression per-
formance by 2-3x, deliver compression performance for flash
devices that is within 5% of uncompressed performance (and
sometimes exceed uncompressed performance due to less
data writes), improve storage efficiency by 19% compared
to legacy Row compression method, reduce data writes by
up to 4x when combined with other flash aware techniques
such as Atomic Writes, and deliver further advantages in
power efficiency and CPU utilization.

1. INTRODUCTION
Data compression is a well known capacity optimization
method and used extensively in storage systems. Compres-
sion has historically been applied at various layers in the
I/O stack, from user space applications like databases [26]
to some file systems [35, 11, 30, 8, 29] and block level im-
plementations [20]. Some storage devices also have built in
compression using both software and hardware methods to
accelerate compression operations [5]. Compression can ar-
guably be best suited for application implementation, as the
data layout and application access pattern details are well
known [16, 17, 28, 15, 18, 40]. However, compression de-
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signs can add complexity since variable data sizes must be
accommodated. Implementing compression at application
level therefore implies that the application must now take
on the burden of variable data size management in addition
to its other duties.

Compression is also extremely attractive for flash based sys-
tems to both improve cost/capacity and to improve lifetime
by reducing media writes. In the case of flash specifically, the
Flash Translation Layer (FTL) is an appealing location to
integrate compression due to its already sophisticated data
management [25, 37]. A Flash Translation Layer (FTL) is
responsible for the mapping of Logical Block Address (LBA)
to physical block locations. One can thus extend existing
mapping structures and garbage collection to perform the
block management required by compression. While com-
pression integrated solely at an FTL or within a flash device
can be ideal for flash, the benefits of application level com-
pression that come from better understanding of application
patterns can be lost.

In this paper we explore NVM Compression, a flash aware
high speed compression technique. NVM Compression em-
ploys a hybrid design that allows applications to retain con-
trol of compression techniques while integrating FTL ex-
ported primitives to gain the benefits that can come from
flash awareness. We explore this hybrid design in the con-
text of the MySQL open source relational database. The
legacy MySQL compression was designed for spinning me-
dia. When applied to flash, several issues emerge which
have resulted in poor performance and limited adoption of
MySQL compression across the broad MySQL deployment
base. We seek to improve MySQL’s compressed performance
on flash with NVM Compression.

The paper makes the following contributions:

• We describe the design and implementation of a novel
compression mechanism that combines the advantages
of application level awareness and FTL integration.

• We describe ways to integrate such an approach into
an operating system stack through a combination of
new interface primitives and file system support.
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• We include a detailed performance study showing that
this approach can improve compression performance
by 2-3x, deliver compression performance for flash de-
vices that is within 5% of uncompressed performance
(and sometimes exceed uncompressed performance due
to less data writes),improve storage efficiency by 19%
compared to legacy Row compression method, reduce
data writes by upto 4x when combined with other flash
aware techniques such as Atomic Writes, and deliver
further advantages in power efficiency and CPU uti-
lization.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
describe Background and Related Work. Section 3 outlines
the existing compression design in MySQL and our high level
approach. Section 4 describes NVM Compression in detail.
Section 5 contains a performance evaluation. Section 6 dis-
cusses the results and future work. Section 7 provides a
brief summary. Section 8 concludes with acknowledgments
for the paper.

2. BACKGROUND
Compression has been widely studied and implemented in
storage systems, memory systems and many forms of ap-
plications [16, 17, 28, 15, 18, 40]. In this section we focus
on two areas of background, compression implementations
leveraging Flash Translation Layers, and the existing default
compression implementation in MySQL, our target for our
hybrid NVM Compression work.

2.1 FTL Integrated Compression
Some flash devices implement compression internally [5] and
a number of studies have demonstrated how compression
can be integrated into the FTL [25, 37]. These studies show
that the indirection maps inside the FTL can be a conve-
nient place to add the block management required for com-
pression. They also show that that data compression can
reduce data writes and improve write amplification. How-
ever, choosing an appropriate compression block size can
be difficult since the application knowledge is not accessi-
ble at the device level and all types of blocks look identical.
Larger block sizes generate more efficient compression but
can cause excessive reads or add garbage collection cost if
the application access size turns out to be smaller than the
compression block size chosen by the FTL. Internal fragmen-
tation can also be a problem if the application I/O pattern
does not match the assumptions made by the FTL when
mapping compressed blocks into flash pages.

2.2 MySQL ROW-Compression
In contrast to FTL based compression, application level
compression presents a different set of benefits and chal-
lenges. We explore these through a detailed descrip-
tion of MySQL’s existing compression mechanism, Row-
Compression.

MySQL is a very popular open source database. It pro-
vides rich set of RDBMS features and supports various dif-
ferent storage-engine options. InnoDB and XtraDB are the
two most popular storage engines used by the MySQL com-
munity today. MySQL data records are stored in one or
more files in preconfigured page size units with the default

Figure 1: Traditional MySQL row-compression

at 16KB per page. As shown in Figure 1, Row Compression
compresses data rows by replacing repeated patterns across
the rows with shorter symbols. Uncompressed 16KB pages
are stored in memory in the buffer pool while compressed
pages are stored in both memory and on media. Each of the
compressed blocks contains compressed data and a Modify-
log-region where further block changes (inserts and updates)
are logged. The size of the compressed block is set by an ad-
min command and is fixed at database table-create time. As
the table content changes, deltas are appended to the mlog
until it runs out of space, at which point the compressed
data is de-compressed, the mlog entries applied, and the re-
sulting data-block is re-compressed.

The re-compression operation opens up the possibility of
an Compression Insert Failure, where the newly compressed
block is too big to fit in the predefined fixed compressed
block size. This failure leads to a node (page) split where
attempts are made to fit this block into an alternate location
in the block map. This can lead to a need to rebalance the
block map. Figure 2 shows the steps involved to handle a
compression insert failure. First, an adjacent page needs to
be read and decompressed. Entries are then inserted into
these pages and the allocation maps are rebalanced until all
the data is successfully inserted.

Depending on the workload and the frequency of insert fail-
ures, performance may suffer since insert failures consume
CPU cycles and add other data management overhead. This
complexity leads to much of the performance issues seen to-
day in MySQL Row-Compression deployments. Substantial
work has been done in the last several years to attempt to
solve this problem [23, 12, 13, 27].

3. NVM COMPRESSION: APPROACH
The goals of our compression solution, NVM Compression,
are to deliver high speed and high efficiency flash compres-
sion that combines the benefits of application level data
knowledge and the FTL’s awareness and operation of flash
management. Application level solutions benefit from know-
ing the meaningful units of data access. In the case of
MySQL, this is a database block. FTLs benefit from the
inherent presence of an indirection map that translates log-
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Figure 2: Row Compression: Insert Failures

Figure 3: NVM Compression on Spare Address
Space

ical addresses to physical addresses, and the existing high
performance garbage collection that coalesces available free
space. To combine these benefits, we create an architec-
ture where the compression is performed at the application
level while the free space and the compressed data block are
managed at the FTL level.

Figure 3 shows the high level approach. The database oper-
ates on a virtual storage space which is always the size of the
uncompressed data. Data is compressed at the natural ap-
plication unit - i.e. a database block. As data is compressed,
it is written back in place at the same virtual address, leav-
ing a “hole”, i.e. an empty location, in the remainder of the
space allocated for the fully uncompressed block. For exam-
ple, if a 16KB database block was expected to be stored at
storage address A, and after compression becomes 3.5KB,
3.5KB of data will be stored at address A, and the remain-
ing 12.5KB of allocated virtual space will contain a hole and
be empty.

NVM compression model relies upon the FTL to perform
thin provisioning, i.e. allocate physical capacity only to the
populated virtual addresses. The virtual address “holes” are

unpopulated, i.e. no physical media blocks are mapped to
the unpopulated virtual address space. This is done by ex-
porting a “Sparse Address Space” from the FTL similar to
that used in [19, 31, 36, 22, 33]. Under this model, the
FTL will have populated virtual addresses and some empty
virtual addresses. FTL garbage collection will naturally coa-
lesce the populated addresses, thus allow for re-provisioning
of the available physical space to be used for new writes.

As database records are overwritten, the size of compressed
data content can change. In particular, blocks may com-
press to smaller sizes than they did previously. Since, in the
NVM Compression design, re-compressed blocks are always
rewritten to the same virtual locations, it becomes neces-
sary to “punch a hole” in the address space, i.e. create a
hole in the virtual address space where previously there may
have been data. In our above example, if, after record up-
dates, the database block which was previously 3.5KB (7
512B sectors) now compresses to 2.5KB (5 512B sectors),
the operations will be as follows. First the updated con-
tent will be written to addresses A through A+4, reflecting
the new 2.5KB or 5 sectors of data. Second, a hole will be
punched at address A+5 to A+6, reflecting the fact that
those virtual addresses no longer contain valid data. Once
this is done, the FTL can then garbage collect the 1KB of
data previously stored to those locations.

To benefit from the FTL thin provisioning as discussed
above, we need a way to expose that capability to layer
above, in this case, a user space application:

• We expose native characteristics of flash translation
layers through a series of primitives that are exported
by the FTL. This is similar in approach to other flash
specific optimizations for KV stores, File Systems and
Caches as described in [19, 31, 36, 22].

• We modify the MySQL database to utilize these flash
primitives to create a new compression design.

• In order to allow the database to operate on regular
files (as is the norm for nearly all MySQL deploy-
ments), we modify a file system to effectively export
the primitives from the flash translation layer to the
user space application.

• To ease the integration process, we also map these
primitives to existing Linux system calls.

Specifically, NVM Compression uses three FTL exposed
primitives: a Sparse address space, Persistent TRIMs, and
Atomic writes. These flash characteristics are then exported
by the NVMFS file system (Non-Volatile Memory File Sys-
tem)[19, 34], a POSIX compliant file system that is devel-
oped specifically to efficiently access flash and export native
flash control to user space applications. NVMFS is an ex-
tension of the work done in [19]. MySQL is then modified to
support a new compression mode, NVM compression, which
uses the primitives on files stored in the NVMFS file system.

Prior work in MySQL had utilized a flash specific primitive,
Atomic Writes, to remove double writes to database files and
improve performance and endurance. NVM Compression
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builds upon this work which is described in more detail in
[24].

4. NVM COMPRESSION: DESIGN
As described in the previous section, NVM Compression de-
sign has three elements:

• The primitives exported by the FTL that enable access
to its thin-provisioning.

• Export primitives through NVMFS file system.

• Use of the primitives in an application level compres-
sion engine.

Figure 4 shows the layered architecture. The FTL exports
a sparse address space for thin provisioning. The NVMFS
file system then offers sparse files to the user space applica-
tion, in addition FTL primitives are plumbed to user space
through system calls (existing Linux system calls). The
MySQL storage engine then implements compression using
these capabilities.

Figure 4: NVM Compression Design

4.1 FTL Primitives
The primitives exported by the FTL enable upstream soft-
ware to use its indirection maps and garbage collection for
variable length data management. The exported capabil-
ities, summarized in table 1, are the sparse address space
and the commands to allocate and delete contents of virtual
addresses. We also leverage previous work in Atomic Writes
to further improve efficiency and performance.

The sparse address space exported by the FTL works as fol-
lows. While SSDs normally expose a block device of the
same size as the SSD capacity, a sparse address space allows
the user to store data at a much larger range of addresses
than the physical capacity allows. In our specific implemen-
tation, the FTL exposes an address space of 2PB over a
physical space of single digit TB. Data is inserted at spec-
ified address by using a conventional WRITE() operation
and deleted using a persistent trim operation PTRIM().

Primitive Detail
Sparse Sparse address space allows consuming

applications to offload data allocation
management to the FTL.

PTRIM Persistent TRIMs enable guaranteed
deletes of a data block at a given virtual
address.

Atomics Atomic-write guarantees transactional
writes, removing the need for applica-
tions to double buffer writes to ensure
atomicity.

Table 1: NVM Primitives

System Call Inter-
faces

Functionality

fallocate(offset, len) Pre-allocation and extend-
ing files/table space.

fallocate(PUNCH HOLE) Unmap/Punch hole op-
eration (issue persistent
TRIMs).

io submit() AIO Transparent atomic
writes.

Table 2: System Call Interfaces

4.2 File System Export of Primitives
The above mentioned primitives are exported by the FTL as
low level block device IOCTLs. The NVMFS file system re-
exports the functionality as file level interfaces as described
in Table 2. NVMFS [19] is a POSIX compliant file system
that relies upon the same primitives described in Table 1.
In this paper we only focus on the elements of NVMFS that
support NVM Compression. Other design details of NVMFS
can be found here [34].

The sparseness required for NVM Compression is provided
through sparse files in NVMFS. The files are pre-allocated to
be the size required for uncompressed data. As data is com-
pressed during database operation, holes are created within
the file through the fallocate(PUNCH HOLE) operation.

Its important to note that the NVM Compression design
does not specifically require NVMFS and also work on other
file systems such as EXT4 and XFS. However, NVMFS is
able to process operations like Persistent TRIM very effi-
ciently since its design is also based on the FTL sparse ad-
dress space (see Figure 5). NVMFS offloads the complexity
of remapping and translation to the FTL, leveraging the ca-
pabilities of the underlying flash device. This architecture
implies NVMFS does not need any additional data opera-
tions to optimize file system layouts for sparse files.

NVMFS exports the Persistent TRIM capability through the
fallocate(PUNCH HOLE) Linux system call operation. This
operation is converted by NVMFS into a PTRIM primitive
to the underlying FTL. Atomic Writes are exported as con-
ventional writes which are configured to be atomic by default
when issued to specific files. Such writes issued by the ap-
plication are passed by NVMFS directly into the FTL as
atomic operations.
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Figure 5: Non-Volatile Memory File System
(NVMFS)

4.3 MySQL NVM Compression Design
The final component of NVM Compression is within the
InnoDB/XtraDB storage engine. Unlike Row Compression
where deltas are applied within the page in an Mlog, in NVM
Compression mode, InnoDB compresses the page as a whole
and stores it on media in a new page format. Much like
the uncompressed format, the NVM Compression format
includes checksums, page numbers, log sequence numbers
etc. A new field is defined to indicate the page is “page
compressed” and to indicate which compression algorithm is
used (we have implemented LZ4 and LZ0 in addition to the
LZ77 originally used by Row Compression) [38, 39].

The compressed page is stored with the resulting size in the
virtual address allocated to the uncompressed block and a
PTRIM operation is issued for the remainder of the address
range (using fallocate(PUNCH HOLE)) to inform NVMFS
and the FTL that the remainder of the virtual addresses
are now empty.

4.3.1 TRIM operation
As data becomes compressed and holes are generated in vir-
tual space, PTRIM operations are issued to the flash device
through NVMFS using the fallocate(PUNCH HOLE) opera-
tion. This is done in the asynchronous I/O callback handler
for the database block write. We study this aspect of NVM
Compression performance further in the Evaluation in Sec-
tion 5.

4.3.2 MT-Flush operation
The MySQL storage engines cache database blocks in an
in-memory buffer pool. The buffer-pool hosts parts of the
on-flash table-spaces and the system-space and is key to
the performance of query and update requests. Buffer pool
pages are flushed asynchronously using POSIX AIO, with
various flush selection policies in effect including LRU and
percentile dirty policies.

NVM page compression is designed to enable compression
only at point of dirty page flush. Since compression can
add to the latency of an individual block flush, the Mul-
tiple Threaded Flush (MT-Flush) framework was added to
improve page flushing performance. The framework consid-
ers the number of available CPU cores and splits the buffer
pool across a series or worker threads to optimally perform
flush operation in parallel (and consequent data compres-

Figure 6: MT-Flush Framework

sion) across all available CPU cores. Figure 6 depicts the
producer consumer framework used to perform parallel com-
press and flush operations.

4.3.3 Double Write Buffer
Finally, using NVMFS exported atomic writes, MySQL Inn-
oDB flushes dirty data only once to media in an atomic op-
eration eliminating usage of the double write buffer. Atomic
writes in MySQL is covered in detail here [1].

5. EVALUATION
In this section we evaluate NVM Compression across various
metrics ranging from performance to energy efficiency.

5.1 System level Benchmarks
5.1.1 LinkBench

LinkBench [7] is a database benchmark developed to em-
ulate the workload of Facebook’s production MySQL de-
ployment. Linkbench conducts a range of operations to
add, modify, delete, retrieve and perform other operations
on graph nodes. The default LinkBench dataset (referred
to as a 1x workload) comprises 10 million node ids with a
dataset size of 10GB on media. A dataset with 100 million
nodes is referred to as a 10x workload. Since the 10x work-
load allows only a partial amount of the data to fit in the
buffer pool, it is a more realistic test of the I/O subsystem.
The Linkbench experiments were conducted on dual socket
server with 12 physical 3.4GHz cores (24 with HT-enabled)
and 128GB RAM, running RHEL 6.4 kernel 2.6.32. The
flash device used is a SanDisk ioDrive.

Figure 7 shows the throughput for the Linkbench 10x work-
load with NVM Compression compared to both Row Com-
pression and Uncompressed. The results show a 2.25x im-
provement using NVM Compression compared to the default
Row Compression. We can also see that the throughput of
NVM Compression is within 5% of the throughput of Un-
compressed.

Figure 8 and 9 shows the average and 99th percentile la-
tencies for each Linkbench operation type when run with a
10x workload. The average latencies of NVM Compression
are generally comparable to those of Uncompressed. Row
Compression throughput is much lower compared to NVM
Compression and Uncompressed. The 99th percentile laten-
cies for NVM Compression are 2.5x to 5.5x lower than that
for the default Row Compression. The NVM Compression
latencies are also close to that of the Uncompressed work-
load, with lower latencies than the Uncompressed workload
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Figure 7: Linkbench 10x Throughput

Figure 8: Average Latencies (10x Workload)

for some operations (Update Node, Deleted Node and Get
Node).

The above results confirm that the hybrid NVM Compres-
sion approach can deliver benefits by removing some of
the complexities inherent in the Row Compression scheme.
However, NVM Compression is also able to keep up with,
and occasionally outperform, the Uncompressed configura-
tion. To better understand this, we measured the write be-
havior of all three configurations. Figure 10 highlights the
data written per linkbench operation measured across 30
second intervals during a six hour run. NVM Compression
writes far less data than uncompressed, which leads to better
performance in the flash device over time since less garbage
collection has to occur. We also found, that although Row-
Compression stores less total data than Uncompressed, it
also generates more data writes per unit of operation than
Uncompressed or NVM Compression, which likely is a re-
sult of insert failures leading to node splits and allocation
map rebalance 2 requiring additional writes thereby further
contributes to its poor performance.

5.1.2 OLTP Workload
Next we study compression performance for an On-Line
Transaction Processing (OLTP) benchmark. This TPCC-
like workload involves a mix of five concurrent transaction

Figure 9: 99thpercentile Latencies (10x Workload)

Figure 10: Cost of Write MB/OPs (10x Workload:
Buffer pool 50GB)

types executed on-line or queued for deferred execution. The
database is comprised of nine tables with a wide range of
record and population sizes. Results are measured in terms
of transactions per minute (tpmC). Tests were performed
on a dual socket server with 16 2.4 GHz cores (32 with HT-
enabled) and 128GB RAM running RHEL 6.4 kernel 2.6.32.
The flash device used is a SanDisk ioDrive. MariaDB was
configured to use a 75GB buffer pool with 1000 warehouses.
The test ran for 1 hour with measurements every 10s.

The results are as seen in Figure 11. We observed 86%
improvement in new order transaction performance between
Row compression and NVM compression. The difference
between NVM Compression and Uncompressed was 12% for
the relatively short run.

5.2 Storage Capacity Efficiency
Storage efficiency is extremely dependent on the data con-
tent. However we can make some general observations re-
garding NVM Compression storage efficiency as compared to
Row Compression. Figure 12 shows a sample of the storage
efficiency of the two compression techniques when running
the Linkbench 10x workload. In this case, NVM Compres-
sion generates 19% better storage efficiency. Since the com-
pression algorithm used is the same in both cases (LZ77),
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Figure 11: TPCc-like 1000 warehouses

Figure 12: Storage Savings

and the starting database block size and block content is
the same, the benefit comes from the design difference. Row
Compression forces a compressed block size of 8KB for a
16KB database block, limiting the maximum possible stor-
age efficiency to 2x. NVM Compression will allow block sizes
as small as a single 512B sector. Given this, NVM Compres-
sion will always have storage efficiencies as good or better
than Row Compression.

5.3 Power and CPU Efficiency
Recent reports [6, 21] show the importance of lowering en-
ergy consumption and its role in managing Total Cost of
Ownership (TCO) [9]. Both direct power consumption and
cooling costs contribute to TCO. For example [10] argues
for energy consumption proportional to work accomplished.
Since NVM-Compression enables lower data volumes to be
written to flash, there is an opportunity to reduce power
consumption through both lower application writes to the
flash device and lower garbage collection writes within the
flash device.

SanDisk cards have internal statistics that capture the bus-
watts consumed and internal-temp of the card. Using these
stats, we compute the temperature and power consumption
for both NVM-Compressed and Uncompressed workloads.

Figure 13 shows the normalized data using z-score of the

Figure 13: Normalized Temperature

Watt Temp
Percentile Avg-F OP/sec

Page Compression 56.3th 96.18 60,526
Uncompress 61.1th 98.53 57,045

Table 3: Power Consumption

current temperature of the flash drives during the workload
run. When NVM compression is used, the average temper-
ature is reduced up to 16% as compared to Uncompressed
while the performance is nearly the same.

Table 3 shows a brief summary of the power consumed when
running the same Linkbench 10x workload for six hours.
NVM-Compressed consistently outperforms UnCompressed
by a small amount, 6% OP/sec. Meanwhile, the Uncom-
pressed workload consumes slightly more power and dissi-
pates slightly more heat, about 3-16%.

We also measured the CPU utilization of both runs, as a
means of assessing the power efficiency of the rest of the
system under each workload. The CPU utilization was sim-
ilar on both workloads, with the uncompressed generating
slightly higher CPU consumption. This is likely due to the
trade-off between CPU consumption for compression com-
putations vs. CPU consumption for additional write activity
generated by the uncompressed workload.

5.4 File System Impact
Due to lack of time we were unable to repeat the above
experiments on file systems other than NVMFS. However -
in order to understand the potential value of the NVMFS
approach to exporting sparse and primitives, we performed
some micro-benchmark experiments. The micro-benchmark
evaluates the performance of different file systems when a
workload like MySQL NVM compression is running on top
of them. This workload comprises series of writes of size
16KB (default page size) follow by trim operation of smaller
size.

We evaluate NVMFS, XFS, and EXT4 on a microbench-
mark that simulates the I/O patterns of NVM Compression.
The test fills the entire file with zeros and then spawns two
threads with the first thread issuing a series of 16KB writes
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Figure 14: File System Impact

and the second thread issuing a series of trims of size 1KB to
12KB. Figure 14 shows the total runtime of the benchmark.
We can see that NVMFS performance increases linearly pro-
portional to the size of the trim operation. The other file
systems perform poorly when trim size is 1KB because they
do read modify writes for trims smaller than 4KB. The figure
also shows the amount of reads generated to the flash device.
XFS and EXT4 perform some read operations due to read
modify trims while NVMFS does not show any reads at all.
The graph with the amount of writes to the physical device,
we can see the fact NVMFS issues less amount of writes for
the same number of TRIM operations. This data suggests
that NVMFS performs TRIMs more efficiently than EXT4
and XFS.

6. DISCUSSION
The measurement results show that NVM Compression can
substantially outperform Row Compression and in many
cases deliver performance similar to that of Uncompressed.
NVM Compression also opens up a number of other opti-
mization opportunities which we have yet to explore.

First, the only aspect of application awareness which is lever-
aged in NVM Compression is knowledge of the application
block size. The MySQL implementation for the NVM Com-
pression is a thin layer at the very bottom of the database
storage engine with the rest of the database being largely ag-
nostic. While the paper focused on the InnoDB implemen-
tation, all three primary forms of MySQL (SkySQL, Oracle
and Percona) have now integrated NVM Compression into
their respective distributions [2, 3, 4], demonstrating that
the technique is extensible beyond InnoDB. We believe that
the technique should be extensible to other apps beyond
MySQL since most applications have a well defined notion
of storage block size and block format. It may also be pos-
sible to integrate a single NVM Compression capability into
the I/O stack with appropriate hints from applications.

Another interesting and encouraging observation is that the
FTL Primitives leveraged for NVM Compression have also
been used to optimize KV stores, file systems and caches for

flash [19, 31, 36, 22]. These primitives are also included in
a number of pending standards proposals [14, 32] here. The
related work also covers details on different ways to imple-
ment such primitives within an FTL and demonstrates that
costs within the FTL are far less than the overall benefits
achieved.

Our approach involved using FTL primitives which were re-
exported to the user space application by the file system
through existing Linux system calls. This simplified appli-
cation development, but also opens up several possibilities.
Other file systems can support the existing NVM Compres-
sion code in MySQL simply by offering suitably efficient im-
plementations of these system calls.

In fact, a file system only implementation, where the FTL
offers no primitives, is also possible. The MySQL portion of
NVM Compression will also function on devices that do not
provide all of the primitives, albeit at reduced efficiency and
at some performance cost. Since compression generates vari-
able block sizes, the block management has to be performed
at one of the three layers. The MySQL component of NVM
Compression can also function above sparse files offered by
file systems that do their own block management. This al-
ternative is less efficient since the file system would then
perform redundant work above the FTL. By using NVMFS
which itself relies upon the FTL for block management, we
optimize each layer for best combined efficiency.

Finally, the decoupling of compression from capacity man-
agement suggests that different compression algorithms can
be intermixed within the same database with relative ease
since the same generic FTL garbage collection techniques
would manage the capacity. We believe this is a fruitful
area for future work.

7. SUMMARY
NVM-Compression is designed to combine the best of ap-
plication level compression and flash aware integration. The
compression itself is performed at application level, enabling
application workload intelligence, like ideal block size, to be
used. The block management and high speed garbage col-
lection of flash are leveraged through FTL primitives. File
system support ensures that standard database deployment
practices, such as placing tables in files, are preserved. The
performance results are dramatic, with performance close to
or sometimes exceeding uncompressed on both Linkbench
and OLTP workloads. NVM Compression used in combina-
tion with Atomic Writes also improves endurance by about
4x.

NVM compression has been released by all three MySQL
distributions, MariaDB, Percona and Oracle and is avail-
able at [2, 4, 3]. The code for the MySQL storage engine
implementations of NVM Compression is available in open
source from all of the three distributions.
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